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 The United States Postal Service hereby objects to interrogatory DFC/USPS-67, 

filed by Douglas F. Carlson on June 1, 2005.  The interrogatory reads as follows: 

DFC/USPS-67.   
a)  For a typical, average, or otherwise representative Monday, please provide the 
percentage of accepted Express Mail volume that is guaranteed for delivery on the next 
day, the second day, and the “second delivery day.” 
b)  For a typical, average, or otherwise representative Tuesday, please provide the 
percentage of accepted Express Mail volume that is guaranteed for delivery on the next 
day, the second day, and the “second delivery day.” 
c)  For a typical, average, or otherwise representative Wednesday, please provide the 
percentage of accepted Express Mail volume that is guaranteed for delivery on the next 
day, the second day, and the “second delivery day.” 
d)  For a typical, average, or otherwise representative Thursday, please provide the 
percentage of accepted Express Mail volume that is guaranteed for delivery on the next 
day, the second day, and the “second delivery day.” 
e)  For a typical, average, or otherwise representative Friday, please provide the 
percentage of accepted Express Mail volume that is guaranteed for delivery on the next 
day, the second day, and the “second delivery day.” 
f)  For a typical, average, or otherwise representative Saturday, please provide the 
percentage of accepted Express Mail volume that is guaranteed for delivery on the next 
day, the second day, and the “second delivery day.” 
g)  For a typical, average, or otherwise representative Sunday, please provide the 
percentage of accepted Express Mail volume that is guaranteed for delivery on the next 
day, the second day, and the “second delivery day.” 
 
 This interrogatory was presumably filed in response to the Postal Service’s 

objection to interrogatory DFC/USPS-49, which also asked for “the percentage of 
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accepted Express Mail volume that is guaranteed for delivery on the next day, the 

second day, and the ‘second delivery day’” by each day of the week.  The Postal 

Service objected to that interrogatory on the grounds of relevance and vagueness.1  

With this interrogatory, Mr. Carlson has clarified the scope of the data that he is seeking 

by requesting information as to a “typical, average, or otherwise representative Monday, 

Tuesday, etc.,” and has thus adequately addressed the Postal Service’s vagueness 

objection.  However, just as was the case with interrogatory 49, this interrogatory still 

lacks any fundamental relevance to this proceeding, as any daily variations that a 

response to this interrogatory may show would not bear on the overall value of Express 

Mail service.   

The Postal Service therefore objects to interrogatory DFC/USPS-67 on the 

grounds of relevance.     
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1 See Objection of the United States Postal Service to Interrogatory of Douglas F. Carlson (DFC/USPS-
49), May 27, 2005.   


